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UNDERSTANDING
INK LAYERS

COMPLETELY CUSTOMIZE OPTICTALLY CLEAR WINDOW FILMS USING INNOVATIVE DIGITAL PRINTING TECHNIQUES

Let’s take a quick run through of the ways our ink can be layered to create different effects on window and glass.

IMAGE ONLY (FIRST SURFACE) 
Standard printing method. Single artwork layer printed on (or applied 

to) the first surface of the material.

INK LAYERS:
PRINTING... ON A 
WHOLE NEW LEVEL

Signboom uses the latest printing technology for a 
whole new world of possibilities like multiple print 
layers and white ink!

Let’s take a quick run through of the ways our ink 
layers inspire spectacular results for backlit displays, 
translucent P.O.P. stands, window graphics and more. 

Standard printing method. Single artwork / 
image layer printed on (or applied to) the first 
surface of the material.

Same as ”Standard Image Only” but  an 
artwork / image layer is printed in reverse 
on the second surface of the material. Used 
on clear materials when it is desirable for 
the print surface to be protected from the 
elements.

Note: Supply normal “right reading” 
artwork. Our processes will reverse the 
image when required.

IMAGE ONLY (STANDARD)

IMAGE ONLY (REVERSED)

TranslucentFx 
Full Color No White

IMAGE ONLY (SECOND SURFACE) 
Artwork layer is printed in reverse on the second surface of the 

material. Used on clear materials when it is desirable for the print 

surface to be protected from the elements.

INK LAYERS:
PRINTING... ON A 
WHOLE NEW LEVEL

Signboom uses the latest printing technology for a 
whole new world of possibilities like multiple print 
layers and white ink!

Let’s take a quick run through of the ways our ink 
layers inspire spectacular results for backlit displays, 
translucent P.O.P. stands, window graphics and more. 

Standard printing method. Single artwork / 
image layer printed on (or applied to) the first 
surface of the material.

Same as ”Standard Image Only” but  an 
artwork / image layer is printed in reverse 
on the second surface of the material. Used 
on clear materials when it is desirable for 
the print surface to be protected from the 
elements.

Note: Supply normal “right reading” 
artwork. Our processes will reverse the 
image when required.

IMAGE ONLY (STANDARD)

IMAGE ONLY (REVERSED) TranslucentFx 
Full Color No White

NOTE: Supply normal “right reading” artwork. Our processes will 

reverse the image when required.
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WHITE INK + IMAGE (FIRST SURFACE) 
Artwork layer is printed in reverse directly on the first surface of the 

material. Used on clear materials when it is desirable for the print 

surface to be protected from the elements.

HighlightFx 
Color + Spot White

NOTE: We use magenta/pink to represent white ink on 

electronic proofs.

WHITE INK + IMAGE (SECOND SURFACE) 
Artwork layer is printed in reverse directly on the second surface of 

the material. Used on clear materials when it is desirable for the print 

surface to be protected from the elements.

HighlightFx 
Color + Spot White

NOTE: We use magenta/pink to represent white ink on 

electronic proofs. Also, Supply normal “right reading” artwork. Our 

processes will reverse the image when required.

DOUBLE STRIKE (FIRST SURFACE) 
Two artwork / image layers are printed on top of each other. The 

increased print density prevents the artwork / image from washing.

Ideal for backlit applications.

Two artwork / image layers are printed on 
top of each other. The increased print density 
prevents the artwork / image from washing 
out when backlit.

Limitations: Image will appear dark when 
not backlit.

Same as “Double Strike Backlit” except both 
artwork / image layers are printed in reverse 
on the second surface of the material. Used 
on clear materials when it is desirable for 
the print surface to be protected from the 
elements.

Note: Supply normal “right reading” 
artwork. Our processes will reverse the 
image when required.

Limitations: Image will appear dark when 
not backlit.

DOUBLE STRIKE (BACKLIT)

DOUBLE STRIKE (REVERSED)

TranslucentFx 
No White

NOTE: Used when a more saturated color is desired.

NOTE: Supply normal “right reading” artwork. Our process will 

reverse the image when required. Used when a more saturated 

color is desired.

DOUBLE STRIKE (SECOND SURFACE) 
Artwork layers are printed in reverse on the second surface of the 

material. Used on clear materials when it is desirable for the print 

surface to be protected from the elements.

Ideal for backlit applications.

Two artwork / image layers are printed on 
top of each other. The increased print density 
prevents the artwork / image from washing 
out when backlit.

Limitations: Image will appear dark when 
not backlit.

Same as “Double Strike Backlit” except both 
artwork / image layers are printed in reverse 
on the second surface of the material. Used 
on clear materials when it is desirable for 
the print surface to be protected from the 
elements.

Note: Supply normal “right reading” 
artwork. Our processes will reverse the 
image when required.

Limitations: Image will appear dark when 
not backlit.

DOUBLE STRIKE (BACKLIT)

DOUBLE STRIKE (REVERSED)
TranslucentFx 
No White
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WHITE INK FIRST SURFACE  
Pure white ink  is used for highlights, and frosted effects or whatever 

you can imagine.

clear materials. Pure white ink is used for 

can imagine. 

Note: See “Preparing for White Ink” for 
vital file prep information.

Same as “White Ink Only” except printed 
in reverse on the second surface of the 
material. Used on clear materials when 
it is desirable for the print surface to be 
protected from the elements. 

Note: See “Preparing for White Ink” for 
vital file prep information.

WHITE INK

WHITE INK (REVERSED)

PrivacyFx 
White No Color

NOTE: We use magenta/pink to represent white ink on 

electronic proofs.

NOTE: We use magenta/pink to represent white ink on 

electronic proofs.

WHITE INK (SECOND SURFACE) 
Same as “White Ink Only” except printed in reverse on the second 

surface of the material. Used on clear materials when it is desirable for 

the print surface to be protected from the elements. 

clear materials. Pure white ink is used for 

can imagine. 

Note: See “Preparing for White Ink” for 
vital file prep information.

Same as “White Ink Only” except printed 
in reverse on the second surface of the 
material. Used on clear materials when 
it is desirable for the print surface to be 
protected from the elements. 

Note: See “Preparing for White Ink” for 
vital file prep information.

WHITE INK

WHITE INK (REVERSED)

PrivacyFx 
White No Color

WHITE INK + IMAGE (FIRST SURFACE) 
Artwork layer is printed in reverse directly on the first surface of the 

material. Used on clear materials when it is desirable for the print 

surface to be protected from the elements.

Get creative! Similar to “White Ink Only” with 
an artwork / image layer. Pure white ink ink is 
used to embellish the image with highlights, 

Note: See “Preparing for White Ink” for 
vital file prep information.

Same as “Standard Image Only” but the 
artwork / image layer is printed in reverse 
directly on (or is applied to) the second 
surface of the material. Used on clear 
materials when it is desirable for the print 
surface to be protected from the elements.

Note: See “Preparing for White Ink” for 
vital file prep information.

Also, Supply normal “right reading” 
artwork. Our processes will reverse the 
image when required.

WHITE INK+IMAGE

WHITE INK+IMAGE (REV.)

BrilliantFx 
Color + Flood White

NOTE: We use magenta/pink to represent white ink on 

electronic proofs.
BrilliantFx 

Color + Flood White

WHITE INK + IMAGE (SECOND SURFACE) 
Artwork layer is printed in reverse directly on the second surface of 

the material. Used on clear materials when it is desirable for the print 

surface to be protected from the elements.

Get creative! Similar to “White Ink Only” with 
an artwork / image layer. Pure white ink ink is 
used to embellish the image with highlights, 

Note: See “Preparing for White Ink” for 
vital file prep information.

Same as “Standard Image Only” but the 
artwork / image layer is printed in reverse 
directly on (or is applied to) the second 
surface of the material. Used on clear 
materials when it is desirable for the print 
surface to be protected from the elements.

Note: See “Preparing for White Ink” for 
vital file prep information.

Also, Supply normal “right reading” 
artwork. Our processes will reverse the 
image when required.

WHITE INK+IMAGE

WHITE INK+IMAGE (REV.)

BrilliantFx 
Color + Flood White

NOTE: We use magenta/pink to represent white ink on 

electronic proofs. Also, Supply normal “right reading” artwork. Our 

processes will reverse the image when required.

UNDERSTANDING
INK LAYERS
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NOTE: We use magenta/pink to represent white ink on 

electronic proofs.

CUSTOM INK LAYERS (FIRST SURFACE) 
Color, white, color provides a true to color image on both sides.

Feeling imaginative? Custom Ink Layers 
is your playground.  Experiment with 
combinations of multiple artwork images 
layers, black or white flood layers, black or 
white image layers, etc.

Note: See “Preparing for White Ink” for 
vital file prep information.

Limitations: Involves complex file 
preparation. A call to Signboom for 
assistance is recommended before 
finalizing your order.

CUSTOM INK LAYERS

TwoSidedFx 
Color+White+Color

NOTE: We use magenta/pink to represent white ink on 

electronic proofs.

CUSTOM INK LAYERS (SECOND SURFACE) 
Color, white, color provides a true to color image on both sides.

TwoSidedFx 
Color+White+Color

UNDERSTANDING
INK LAYERS


